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1. NRC Overview



The NRC at a glance
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Three key roles:
Business innovation
Federal policy mandates
Advancing knowledge

• 3,700 scientists, engineers, technicians, 
and other specialists, including 255 SME 
technology advisors.

• Manages178 buildings (equivalent 
to 354 NHL hockey rinks) in 72 
locations.

• $1B annual expenditure (2016/17)

including $271M in funding for SMEs.

Last year 
we worked with
• 4,500 SMEs (advice) 
• 3,500 SMEs (funding)
• 1,000 companies (R&D 

collaborations)
• 152 hospitals
• 72 colleges and universities
• 34 federal departments 
• 39 provincial/municipal 

governments
• 36 countries



About NRC Construction

We work with the 
construction industry for 
better, safer, energy-
efficient and more 
affordable construction 
materials 
and technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision of the NRC's Construction Research Centre is "to become the partner of choice, for government and the construction industry, in advancing innovation for a safe, prosperous and sustainable Canada."�We pursue this mission by delivering research and technology-based solutions and services that support the development and commercialization of innovative systems and products to achieve a better built environment.



NRC Construction Research Centre

Construction RC

Building Regulatory Services
• Codes Canada
• NMS
• CCMC

Building Envelope and Materials / 
Intelligent Building Operations

• Integrated Building Performance
• Building Technology Optimization
• Lighting & Ventilation Quality
• Indoor Air Quality
• Building Acoustics
• Roofing Systems and Insulation
• Façade Systems and Products
• Canadian Centre for Housing Tech.

Civil Infrastructure and Fire 
Safety

Other 
Research 
Centres

High Performance Buildings



High Performance Buildings Program

By 2025, new and validated retrofit technologies will 
enable commercial and institutional buildings to generate 
more energy than they consume. 
Building owners will realise a new source of revenue 
from sales to the Smart Grid without compromising the 
health, safety, and comfort of building occupants.
Technologies will provide simple payback of 5-years, or 
less, and will reduce the cost of energy consumed by 
Canadian building owners by $2B/y. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy positive retrofit commercial buildingsIf we really want to achieve GoC carbon targets we must address wide uptake existing buildings, not just new-buildThis emphasis is our unique nicheNon-commercial and new build help us learn and develop strategies for existingMore challenging (especially in Canada)national labs are for big, difficult, long-term challengesPolitical winds have emphasized energy, cost, and carbon – energy remains our shorthand for multiple considerations



HPB: Recent and Emerging 
Technologies

Advanced Dynamic Envelopes
- PV: building integrated + thermal, racked bifacial
- Smart inverters 
- Dynamic glazing & durable low-e coatings
- Super insulators (vacuum panels and glazing)

Smart Building Environmental Control
- Human-centric LED-lighting & HVAC
- Embedded and printable sensors 

Interactive Platforms Connecting Building 
Energy Systems and Smart Grid
- Energy analytics, remote auditing, disaggregation
- Automated fault detection & prognostics
- Building-level integration with optimised control
- Smart Grid interaction including arbitrage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very Briefly Touch on AreasDynamic Building Envelope: New and validated façade technologies make envelope systems more thermally efficient while harvesting energy, managing solar load, and performing requirements for natural light, durability and moisture management.Intelligent Building Environmental Controls: New and validated technologies deliver interior lighting and ventilation only where and when needed. Human factors research ensures wide adoption of LED lighting, and define BMS parameters required for a safe and comfortable indoor environmentPlatforms Connecting Building Energy Systems and Smart Grid: Data analysis and reasoning functionalities required for optimal building energy management  are developed, validated in buildings



Value Proposition

Lower Energy Use / 
Carbon Lower Energy Costs

Increased 
Organisational 

Productivity
Lower O&M

Building 
Physics

IT Systems 
and 
Analytics

Smart 
Energy 
Grid

Human 
Factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
o



HPB Support of Technology Adoption 

advocacy cost savings regulations

Demo Support
• IDT support
• Piloting
• RFP writing
• Tech matching

Expose the Value
• Collateral benefits
• Inform CDSM progs
• Reduce market price
• Increase performance
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Policy tools
• Model codes
• Master specs

Owners Motivation

HPB Response

https://straylitemedia.com/2018/02/20/5-stages-of-technology-adoption/23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clean Technology Review and RecommendationsEnergy modellingProduct and system pilotsCommissioning supportReporting & benchmarkingSupport Technical specs for RFPsDemonstration projectsDesign support; e.g. Energy modellingProduct/system pilotsProduct selectionTechnical spec’s for RFPsJob site monitoringCommissioningPost-retrofit evaluationReporting & benchmarkingArchival Data AnalysisLaboratory StudiesTechnology Development
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3. Peak Load Reduction through Smart Grid Solutions Studies



Project Teams: NB Power, Siemens 
Canada, NRC

NRC NB Power Siemens

Ajit Pardasani
Anca Galasiu
Chantal Arsenault 
Guy Newsham
Heather Knudsen 
Jennifer Veitch
Sandra Mancini
Steve Kruithof
Trevor Nightingale
Vera Hu

Jill Rogers, 
Norma McCarthy
Sara Mudge 
Ted Leopkey
Trupti Abhang
Customer Care Team

Brody Hanson
Giles Counsell
Greg Robarts
Sonya Hull 
Terrance Cormier 



Canadian Centre for Housing Technologies (CCHT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our facilities – use picture of semi-detached facility on a separate slideHow these facilities help us to prove technologies and solutions for the smart grid in controlled conditions before undertaking field studies – (field studies are very expensive)The twin houses of CCHT were used to evaluate the NRC proposed demand response solution for the NB Power



Distributed Energy Resources
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Source: IESO

Connected Distributed 
Energy Resources

Generation

Transmission Distribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The traditional electricity grid is undergoing a major transformation.  In the traditional grid the electrons move only in one direction- from generating stations to be used in in buildings,  city and transport infrastructure, mines, and factories, etc.  The current trend of increasing penetration of embedded generation from renewable resources like wind and solar and connected loads enabled by smart thermostats are posing new challenges for utilities companies causing them to seek new technological solutions and economic models for the future.  The advances in communication technologies and falling prices have made now possible for utility companies to access and control connected loads in buildings through smart thermostats.  This presentation provides an overview of smart grid pilot studies …. .



Peak Load Reduction through Smart 
Grid Solutions

The Problem
New Brunswick: electrically heated 
province
Most people use electric baseboard 
heaters for space heating
3100 MW only for a few hours on a 
few days of the year.
Needed a solution to avoid capital 
investments for the end-of-life 
retirement of older plants.
NB Power looking for reduction of 
~600 MW by 2038 through energy 
efficiency, and demand reduction. 
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Oil fired units are required 
to cover this peak

Partners: NB Power, Siemens Canada, Sinopé Technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In New Brunswick, electricity is the primary method for residential heating. A typical household uses 63% of its annual electricity consumption for space heating. About 48% of the households have electric baseboard heaters (EBH) as their primary heating system. Peak demand is caused by heating loads during the winter, and is acute on the coldest days when demand for heating is at its highest. The peak load in winter is double the average load in summer. The huge difference between summer and winter loads adversely affects the efficient utilization of generation assets, and limits the ability to add renewables to the supply mix. The provincial utility company is exploring a suite of solutions to reduce peak winter heating loads to level the demand.



Goal
To evaluate the potential of smart 
thermostat set point strategies to 
shift the peak demand for electric 
baseboard heated homes.

Reduction of Peak Power (kW)

Shift in Energy (kWh) / Energy penalty

Occupant comfort

Characteristics of homes  for load shifting

Customer acceptance of technology/ control

Pilot Goals and Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objective of these demand response studies was to evaluate the impact of demand response events on energy and demand in terms of how much demand was shifted from peak hours to preceding time, understand the customer acceptance of the connected line voltage thermostat (CLVT) technology for EBH, impediments to the deployment of technical solutions for demand control event signaling, and to evaluate the effects on occupant comfort. 



2014-15

Evaluated shift potential

Canadian Centre for Housing 
Technologies, Ottawa, Ontario

.

Research
Twin Test Houses

Pilot Overview - 3 years (2014-17)

2
Homes

50
Homes

567
Homes

2015-16

Evaluated load shift and occupant 
comfort in detached homes

Fredericton, N.B..

Demonstration
Pilot Study

2016-17

Evaluated load shift and comfort 
for a variety of heating systems

Three Cities: Fredericton, 
Moncton and Saint John, N.B.

Scale up
Program Pilot

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NB Power has conducted three investigations with NRC and Siemens Canada since 2013 to evaluate various strategies aimed at reducing and shifting electric space heating loads during the peak period. The objective of these studies was to understand the customer acceptance of the connected line voltage thermostat (CLVT) technology for Electric Baseboard Heaters (EBH), impediments to the deployment of technical solutions for demand control event signaling, and to evaluate the effects on occupant comfort, energy and demand. These studies were implemented in several phases beginning with a side-by-side comparison in a twin house test during winter 2014-15 , followed by a pilot study with 50 occupied homes during winter 2015-16. The 50-home pilot study was considered too small to draw inferences about the general population and to inform policy decisions, so NB Power launched a larger and more diversified study with 567 homes in 2016. Whereas the 50-home pilot evaluated the shift potential of homes that used EBH as the primary source of heating, the 567-home study expanded the evaluation to homes that also had secondary sources of heating used occasionally (wood burning or gas fireplaces), and also included homes with mini-split heat pumps with EBH as backup only (MSHP). 



Electrical Thermal Storage Solution 
Enabled by OpenADR Thermostats 

The Solution: Electrical Thermal Storage (Treating 
building similar to a battery)

1. Store electricity as thermal energy by pre-heating the 
building by 1° or 2 ° Celsius above the pre-
programmed temperature set point before the onset 
of system peak

2. Discharge the stored energy during the peak period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thermal storage in a building reduces fluctuations in indoor temperature thus helping to create indoor thermal conditions that support occupant comfort. Our solution uses the property of electrical thermal storage of buildings by curtailing the heating loads during the peak demand period, and rely on heat stored in the building fabric to maintain acceptable thermal comfort conditions. This demand curtailment is enhanced by increasing the amount of stored heat via preheating the building prior to the normal peak period. Canadian provinces with cold climates and with high penetration of electric space heating, for example New Brunswick, Québec, and British Columbia, provide a great potential for demand savings through thermal storage strategies
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CCHT Load Profiles: Reference 
House vs. Test House (6th Mar’15)
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Preheat Discharge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphs in this slide show the load profiles of twin houses.  The left is for the reference house and the right one is for the test house for the same time period (6th March-15).  The load corresponding to the DR event is computed by taking a difference between the two load profiles.  (The times to preheat and discharge were different for the CCHT as compared to the field studies)
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567-home DR 
pilot study 
(2016-17)



Study Parameters– home profiles

HEATING SYSTEMS

Electric Baseboard Heaters

Baseboard + Backup Heat 
(e.g. Fireplace)

Mini Split Heat Pump with 
baseboard backup

15 kW
Average Total Capacity

8.6 kW
Average Connected Load 

57
%

VINTAGE

1946-1983 

1984-2000

2001 or later

Presenter
Presentation Notes
567 owner-occupied homes in three cities in New Brunswick participated in the study over the winter of 2016-17. Participants were recruited through social media and word-of-mouth announcements, following a protocol approved by our institution’s Research Ethics Board. The sample included 329 homes with EBH, 142 homes that depended on EBH as the primary source of heating with secondary heat sources (e.g. fireplace) occasionally used, and 96 homes that used mini-split heat pumps (MSHP) with EBH as a backup source on extremely cold days. Homes with EBH made up 83% of the overall sample with the rest using MSHP. The sample in each city was further stratified by vintage and heating type with 24% homes built in 1946-1983, 39% in 1984-2000, and 37% in 2001-2015.  



Study Parameters– Method & Measurement Data

WHOLE HOME Meter
1 min sampling rate

• kWh

(assess impact to grid)

1 in 7 homes monitored 
(no smart meters)

SMART 
THERMOSTAT
• OpenADR compliant
• DR override feature

Up to 5 per home

5 min sampling rate
• kWh
• Indoor temperature
• Set points

Plug Loads

Lighting

Appliances

Water Heating

Mini Split HP

Non-connected Baseboards

Connected Baseboards

8.6 kW
Average Connected Load

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participating homes had several independent Electric Baseboard Heaters (EBH) equipped with line voltage mechanical thermostats. Up to six of the legacy inline thermostats in each house were replaced by the utility company with connected line voltage thermostats (CLVTs); installation was funded and coordinated by NB Power.  Thermostats were installed only in major spaces of the dwelling (i.e. family room, master b/r, kitchen, etc.) to connect maximum heating load to the connected thermostats. Legacy non-connected thermostats were not monitored. For the houses that used MSHP as a main heating source, the baseboards provide back-up heat for very cold days.  Thermostats for the MSHP were not changed. No change to the thermostat that controlled the mini split HPParticipants could program their thermostats through an app on their smartphones or a web browser. The thermostats collected set point, actual room temperature, and EBH electricity consumption data at 5-minute intervals1 in 7 baseboard heated home equipped with a electricity monitoring device (in absence of smart meters)One in six homes also received an electricity gateway monitor to report whole-house electricity usage data to the utility company at 1-minute logging intervals. Demand Response Signals were sent one day in advance to the connected thermostats by Siemens DER Management System.  Users could see scheduled events on their thermostats and had the capability to opt-out of demand response event by manually changing the setpoint on their thermostat or online. Participants always retained control over the thermostat settings and could over-ride the DR signal.



Study Parameters– 3 Variants of DR Interventions

5AM–7AM 7AM–9AM

Baseline 
Temperature - 1 ° C

+ 1
° C + 1 ° C

+ 2
° C

- 1 C

+ 2 ° C

- 1 ° C

5AM–6AM
6AM–7AM 7AM–9AM 5AM–7AM 7AM–9AM

Preheat Discharge Preheat Discharge Preheat Discharge

INTERVENTION #1 INTERVENTION #2 INTERVENTION #3

A total of 12 DR interventions with three variants were executed between 
January and March, 2017. 

Thermal Charge (preheat): 5 AM-7AM by +1° or +2° Celsius
Thermal Discharge: 7 AM – 9 AM by -1° Celsius

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A total of 12 DR interventions with three variants, differentiated by the size of the preheat offset, were executed between January and March, 2017. Participating homeowners knew in advance that interventions might occur during the winter, but they were not told on which specific days interventions would be enacted (however, their thermostat did display the adjusted setpoint during the event). For each intervention event, half of the homes (Group A) received the intervention and other half (Group B) did not; these groups were balanced for location, type of home, vintage, and connected load, and the intervention events used a crossover design so that every house received half of the possible interventions over the study period. Interventions were scheduled based on the likelihood of cold weather, on weekday mornings only. After each intervention, all participants received an invitation to an online survey that probed whether or not they had noticed the intervention and asked about the thermal comfort of household members during that time.



Study Participant Surveys

Surveys designed, administered and analysed by NRC:
Survey 1

- Household demographics
- Baseline thermal comfort, clothing insulation, preferred 

thermostat settings
- Personal values

Survey 2-6 (after DR interventions)
- Thermal comfort, awareness of interventions, comments
- Participants were not good at noticing the interventions 

Survey 7 (at the end of the study)
- Satisfaction with the thermostats and pilot study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Participants were not good at noticing the interventions: ~28% correctly said there had been an intervention that day. but ~10% reported interventions when there had been none..



Study Design – Measurement and Verification

DATA INPUTS ANALYSIS

Analyze Dependencies 
• Demographics
• Thermostat set points
• Building characteristics

Calculate Load Shift  
(using regression analysis) 
• First 30 Min
• First Hour
• Full Period

B A S E L I N
 E

Energy Data
• Thermostat telemetry (5 min)
• Electricity usage (1 min)
• Weather (60 min)

Building Characteristics
• Type of dwelling
• Type of heating system
• Nominal heating capacity (kW)
• Connected load
• City and Vintage

Participant Surveys
• Noticed event?
• Daily Schedule?
• Usual habits?
• Experienced discomfort?
• Used override?



Average whole house load profile for 
Group B (9 Feb 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whole house and connected EBH load profiles for EBH homes in Group B for an intervention day (9 Feb 2017) and equivalent baseline day (31 Jan 2017) for a high-preheat type (with a 2°C  preheat) of intervention.  This is shown as an example. The average outdoor temperature during the intervention period was -9°C (48.2°F). The energy shifted is shown by the “Load Difference” histogram shaded in orange on the graph, showing an increase in electricity usage for the preheat period and a decrease for the discharge period. Over all days, we used linear regression to compute the load shift relative to the baseline across a range of outdoor temperatures.



Study Results – Load Shift by Heating 
System

1st hour of discharge period

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The high-preheat intervention (2°C, 3.6°F) did not yield a greater reduction in load compared to the low-preheat intervention (1°C, 1.8°F). The smaller preheat offset reduces the possibility of a thermal comfort problem and therefore would be the better choice for a DR program.



Key Findings

Load shift not dependent on:  vintage, house type, # 
occupants, age of occupants, window orientation, 
income, or personal values

Load shift dependent on thermostat set point profile

No thermal comfort issues reported

No rebound effect noticed

No evidence of energy penalty due to the 
interventions

Very high satisfaction with thermostats and program

2 kW
Load Shift Opportunity

Required Minimum 
Connected Capacity

50%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There were no strong demographic predictors of houses or households with better load shift performance. Bigger homes and houses with larger connected loads showed larger load shifts, as expected. Neither the age of the dwelling, nor the city in which it was located, had a significant effect on the load shiftThe best predictors of the peak shift were the total connected load on CLVTs, followed by household habits as expressed by the daily profile of thermostat set point settings.DR interventions caused no meaningful energy penalty for customers. This finding was similar to the findings from the side-by-side comparative study at the twin houses in 2014-15 and the 50-home study in 2015-16.Most participants did not notice the interventions, although a small number reported finding that the 2°C (3.6°F) preheat made the house warmer than they wanted. The high-preheat intervention could be noticed if the starting temperature was high enough.On average no rebounds were observed at the end of the interventions when baseboard heaters returned to their originally programmed schedules, again in accordance with the previous two studies.The load shift for homes that use EBH as the primary system for heating was greater than the homes that use MSHP, as expected. For MSHP homes, most space heating needs are covered by the heat pump, and therefore there was a relatively smaller load on the backup EBH to curtail.There was a larger load shift on colder days for both EBH and MSHP homes.Occupants generally gave high ratings to the smart thermostat technology. The ability to program them and to control household conditions remotely were strongly appreciated by the participants.DR programs generally enjoyed a high level of support with the participants in the study. The idea of permitting the utility to adjust conditions in order to maintain grid stability or to reduce the need for additional generating capacity were found to be acceptable, provided that individuals retain the ability to over-ride the adjustment and provided the utility pays for any unexpected energy used as a result.



Impact
De-risked the technology solution from TRL-4 to TRL-8

Results applicable to other Canadian winter peaking provinces 
(Quebec, BC, Northern Ontario)

The first DR pilot study in world using line voltage smart 
thermostats

Business growth for a Canadian SME, Sinopé: 3000+ orders 

NB Power using the insights to design its Demand Side 
Management Programs

Siemens Canada used the pilot to develop and test DR 
capabilities in their DR dispatch system 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DR interventions caused no meaningful energy penalty for customers. This finding was similar to the findings from the side-by-side comparative study at the twin houses in 2014-15 and the 50-home study in 2015-16.



Knowledge Mobilization

Various models:
- Knowledge mobilisation ‘Project Days’
- Multi-partner & consortia projects
- Special interest groups
- Academic publications
- Codes and Standards

Increase use of HPB project knowledge by practitioners 
to achieve tangible impact



Some of our Clients & Collaborators 
from the Collaborative Ecosystem
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Questions?
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